Cold-water coral

DEFINITION

Corals that inhabit the colder deep waters of continental shelves and offshore canyons, ranging from 50 to over 1000m depths. They lack zooxanthellae and may build reef-like structures or occur solitarily.

DESCRIPTION

There are four main groups of cold-water corals:\footnote{1}

1. Stony corals, i.e. reef-forming corals (scleractinians);
2. soft corals (also named octocorals due to their 8-fold symmetry);
3. black corals (anthipatharians);
4. hydrocorals (stylasterids).

Cold-water corals are different from their warm-water counterparts because they do not contain symbiotic algae for photosynthesis and grow more slowly. Cold-water corals obtain all their energy from organic matter and zooplankton, which they catch from the currents drifting past.\footnote{2} These communities can create a heterogeneous structural biogenic habitat which can take on a diverse range of forms, of varying density and reaching heights of several metres above the seabed.\footnote{2,3} The principal ecological aspects of cold-water corals
are only beginning to be understood as the technology to explore deep-water environments has advanced significantly in the last decade.

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION

Cold-water corals can be found over a wide range of latitudes, from tropical to polar regions, and from the shallow to the deep seas. Their distribution is largely defined by water temperatures, which must generally be between 4° and 12°C. At high latitudes, these conditions are generally found in relatively shallow waters (approximately 50 to 1,000m), and at low latitudes they are present at great depths (up to 4km), beneath warm water masses. Compensating for knowledge gaps posed by the relative inaccessibility of cold-water corals, substantial progress in mapping cold-water coral distribution has been achieved through the use of species distribution models.

ECOLOGY

Despite suffering from a lack of observed information on both distribution and diversity, cold-water corals are arguably one of the most three-dimensionally complex habitats in the deep sea. Cold-water corals can occur as isolated colonies (i.e. small patches of free-living individuals), or they can form large reefs covering up to several kilometres, or even massive carbonate mounds up to 300m in height. Although octocorals are not reef-forming, they can form complex single- or multi-species assemblages, particularly in combination with the other three groups of cold-water corals.

They are certainly unique ecosystems in terms of being ‘ecosystem engineers’ that provide habitat structure (e.g. feeding and nursery grounds) for other organisms, including specialist fauna, in the deep ocean. Ecosystem engineers play key roles in ecosystem organisation by providing conditions or resources essential for species to complete their life cycles or by helping to maintain niche diversity such as by providing complex habitat structures. For instance, up to 1,300 associated species have been found living on *Lophelia pertusa* reefs, and cold-water coral reefs may also be associated with a distinctive fauna.

Like their warm-water counterparts, deep-sea coral communities support a large number of other marine species, such as bristle worms, crustaceans, molluscs, starfish, sea urchins and fish. It has been suggested that cold-water coral biodiversity may be comparable to that found on warm-water coral reefs although, for practical reasons associated with the difficulty in sampling deep sea areas, few quantitative studies of ecosystem function and regional comparisons have been possible. It is likely that many species unknown to science will be discovered in years to come.
ECONOMIC & SOCIETAL VALUE

While unlike coral reefs it is unlikely that many people will see cold-water corals first hand, there is interest in their existence based on the popularity of programmes about the marine environment that provide evidence of the appeal of this ecosystem.\textsuperscript{11}

The ability of cold-water corals to provide heterogeneous structure which supports other species has considerable value in terms of their place in the wider ocean habitat. Their provision of habitat niches for commercially fished species is also of high importance.\textsuperscript{12}

THREATS

Cold-water corals are fragile and extremely slow-growing (with some reefs being tens of thousands of years old), making them particularly vulnerable to disturbance and environmental change, for instance deep-water trawling and ocean acidification.\textsuperscript{1} Despite the depth at which these ecosystems are found, there is significant evidence of human activities in the majority of surveys which have been undertaken.\textsuperscript{2} Bottom fisheries are one of the greatest threats to this habitat because of heavy gear may cause hundreds of years worth of damage when it comes into contact with the slow-growing reefs.\textsuperscript{2} Other threats include oil and gas extraction, cable and pipeline placement and mineral exploration.

In addition to direct damage and clogging with silt from fisheries activities, ocean acidification is a problem. Ocean acidification is caused by increased concentrations of carbon dioxide in the Earth’s atmosphere.\textsuperscript{13} Changes in carbon dioxide concentration and that of other gasses in the Earth’s atmosphere lead to changes in chemistry of the ocean through air-sea gas exchange.\textsuperscript{14} These changes result in elevated acidity in the ocean, which is a direct threat to corals as it can lead to corals being dissolved by the water around them.\textsuperscript{15} Finally, slowed growth and increased fragility are also consequences of ocean acidification.\textsuperscript{14}

INTERNATIONAL THREAT STATUS

The vulnerability of these slow-growing delicate structures, combined with the high levels of biodiversity they may promote, make them an important focus for marine conservation. Cold-water coral species, however, have not yet been assessed under the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species.\textsuperscript{16} Also, there is limited information on the biodiversity levels associated with cold-water coral reefs, though it is likely elevated relative to the surrounding habitat.
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Tools
Ocean Data Viewer A tool for easy access to a range of datasets that are important for the conservation of marine and coastal biodiversity. The data can be downloaded or viewed online.
Coral Reef Watch provides current reef environmental conditions to identify areas at risk for coral bleaching.
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